
The psychology of 

music
Matt Jarvis discusses psychological 
perspectives on listening to music

The festival season is firmly over for this year, 
and I am busily comforting myself by planning 
my winter’s programme of live music. Music is 

important to me, as it is to many people. Anything 
that is important to a lot of people is important to 
psychologists, and there is a very healthy body of 
research into the psychology of music. A quick Google 
News search for ‘music psychology’ reveals a fascinating 
range of research out this month addressing issues as 
diverse as ‘does music make men more attractive?’ (I 
wish I’d read that one when I was young) and ‘happy 
music boosts divergent thinking.’ The links for these 
articles can be found in the Weblinks box below.

Music both affects and expresses 
emotion
Music is an essential part of being human (Swaminathan 
and Schellenberg, 2015). Music captures emotion in a 
culturally universal way. Children as young as 5 years 
can decode whether music is happy or sad, making use 
of cues like its tempo (speed). English and Sri Lankan 
music both use large pitch intervals to express positive 
emotions, as do English and Tamil speech (Bowling et 
al, 2012).

There is a debate in music psychology about whether 
we experience music as a direct result of hearing music 
or whether there are mediating cognitive processes. 
So, for example, if I listen to a classic punk song and 
get excited, is this excitement actually brought on by 
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Activity
You can download the music clips Rentfrow  
and colleagues used for their research here:  
www.tinyurl.com/yd2zw4fr. Think about how  
you might use these in a study of your own.

Weblinks

You can read more about the relationship between 
music and emotion here:

www.tinyurl.com/yccnhsc7

Does music make you more attractive?  
www.tinyurl.com/ycu54syv

Does happy music boost divergent thinking?  
www.tinyurl.com/yaf64djc

the auditory characteristics of 
the music? Alternatively, is 
my excitement more to do 
with remembering exciting 
times moshing to that song? 
While we can all detect sad 
music, sad music tends not to 
actually make us sad, lending weight to the cognitive 
view. It may be that there are individual differences at 
play here. For example, the mood of highly empathic 
people is more affected by music than others (Egerman 
and McAdams, 2013).

There’s no accounting for taste
Actually, there is. Well, there are theories of musical 
preference anyway. My parents worked hard to 
connect me with the world of classical music, but — 
no disrespect to ‘good’ music as they called it — it 
never really touched me on an emotional level and I’ve 
ended up listening to folk punk and alt rock. So why 
should this be? Rentfrow, Goldberg and Levitin (2011) 
proposed a model of musical taste based on five types 
of music:
• Mellow: electronica/dance, new age, world
• Unpretentious: pop, country, religious
• Sophisticated: blues, jazz, bluegrass, folk, classical, 

gospel, opera
• Intense: rock, punk, alternative, heavy metal
• Contemporary: rap, soul/R&B, funk, reggae

Preferences between these five categories of music 
can be explained by three factors:
1 Personality: there is a tendency for extroverts to 

listen to more unpretentious music whereas people 
highly open to new experiences tend to prefer 
sophisticated music.

2 Cognitive abilities: people who have greater ability 
to make sense of and appreciate more complex 
music tend to prefer sophisticated styles.

3 Self-perception: there is a social process in which we 
tend to align ourselves with those we see as having 
common ground and conforming to their musical 
taste.

Conclusion
According to this perspective I was never going to like 
classical music because I lack the cognitive abilities to 
make sense of it and because I identify myself as part of 
a different music scene. Sounds about right.
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